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How The Mind Works Steven
In an excerpt from his new book The Art of Impossible, Kotler describes a fascinating experiment where a neuroscientist and psychologist teamed up to find out what happens in the brain during moments ...
Here's How to Hack Your Brain for Greater Creativity, According to Neuroscience
Steven Kotler is an award-winning journalist, a New York Times bestselling author, and executive director of Flow Research Collective. His books include the non-fiction works The Rise of Superman ...
Slow Down Your Brain to Get More Done, with Steven Kotler
It’s the real-world, on-demand, optimal brain power for focus, retention and cognition. Steven Kotler, head of Flow State Research Collective, a peak performance and training institute ...
How To Access Flow State On-Demand
This interview contains spoilers for The Card Counter.] Tye Sheridan was just an 11-year-old kid from Texas when he was cast in Terrence Malick’s The Tree of Life, an experience he compares to “summer ...
Tye Sheridan on ‘The Card Counter’ and Reading ‘Ready Player Two’
Steven Van Sandt said he should “never have left” the E Street Band as he detailed his departure and return in 2021.
Why Steven Van Zandt Quit the E Street Band
In case of abuse, The world has lost one of the greatest theoretical physicists of our time—Steven Weinberg (1933 ... Salam and Sheldon Glashow). His work played an essential role in laying ...
The Paradox of Steven Weinberg
Nebraska's O-line is off to a slow start through three games, arguably the team’s biggest concern. Just Martinez’s luck. But he stays confident.
Steven M. Sipple: He (still) could use more help, but Martinez isn’t one to complain at all
So here is basically a soulmate au crossover of Steven universe and loilrock with the pairing being talia and steven.Said au takes place in a fusion between beach city and sunny bay named sunny beach ...
Crackshipdribble: Steven universe x talia
The first words out of Scott Frost's mouth after Saturday's win? "I'm ready for next week," he said. How's that for intrigue?
Steven M. Sipple: Nebraska does enough to build a measure of intrigue for Oklahoma week
Experts across the University of Pennsylvania share their thoughts on how 9/11 transformed their field, their research, and the world. Today marks the 20th anniversary of the September 11, 2001 ...
20 Years Later: Experts Share Their Thoughts on How 9/11 Transformed Their Field, Their Research, and the World
I read Steven Rowley’s third novel “The Guncle” with my 8-year-old niece in mind. After all, his book makes a case for how parenting extends beyond a child’s actual parents. Uncles, aunts, friends, ...
Guncle to Guncle: Author Steven Rowley and Pride Source’s Editorial Director on the Glories of Gunclehood
By Tyler Coates Pose has been a life-changing experience for co-creator and showrunner Steven Canals ... as a storyteller is that I always want my work to live at the intersection of education ...
‘Pose’ Showrunner Steven Canals on How the Series “Lives at the Intersection of Education and Entertainment”
Sufjan Stevens and Angelo De Augustine join The Current's Mac Wilson to discuss their upcoming record, 'A Beginner's Mind,' the scores of movies they watched as the record came together, and the ...
Sufjan Stevens and Angelo De Augustine talk vulnerability in collaborating on 'A Beginners Mind'
Steven Spohn describes himself as a “twice ... I’m going to Disney World’ — but the only thing on my brain right now is, ‘Ok cool, we managed to do this really cool thing, and here ...
How a Disabled Gamers Initiative Was Able to Raise $1 Million
What trade value would Schroeder have at the deadline for a contending team? C’s will be good this season, so probably won’t happen, but would Schroeder command a protected 1st or good young ...
What trade value would Schroeder have at the deadline f…
Finding work after being made redundant can already be a soul-destroying process — but it becomes crippling when you're facing further hurdles outside your control.
Hundreds of thousands of Australians are desperately looking for work — here are three of their stories
With that in mind, here are 12 “soft” questions you should ask yourself as you work through your financial ... about your financial future? Steven C. Merrell is a partner at Monterey Private ...
Steven Merrell, Financial Planning: Don’t neglect the softer side
Welcome to the first installment. Keep in mind that while this list is numbered, it is not ranked. I’m not going to rank any of this until I’m required by music-critic law to do it at the end ...
Steven Hyden’s Favorite Music Of August 2021
Make up your mind, Uncle Vic. The terms Fangio has employed to describe the competition, from “50-50” to “even-steven,” have ... watching Lock and Bridgewater work during the dog days ...
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